
       
 
WAUWATOSA SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Wilson/WSTEM Design Visioning Neighborhood Meeting # 3 
Presentation of Potential Site Layout Options 
May 14, 2019  
 
Agenda:  
Recap Project Approach –What has been done to date? – 10 Mins.  
2. Options Development – Explain what the three options are and the reasoning behind them -- 20 Mins.  
3. Neighborhood Thoughts – Participants were asked to leave feedback – positive and/or negative on 
each of the three options using red and green Post-It Notes 20 Mins. 
 
Summary: 
The District’s architects presented three options for the site layout, based on feedback from previous 
Neighborhood Visioning Sessions.  
• Approximately 21 people attended, most for the entire process, some left early. 
• Dominant conversation during 30-minute question and comment session: 

- No interest in 2-story option. 
- Parking. Residents understand the City of Wauwatosa feedback on parking. 
- STEM program requires certain rooms be able to open into single large classrooms. There is a 
general concern from people in attendance that the building needs to accommodate current 
STEM requirements. *The District intends for all classrooms in the school to be able to 
accommodate hands-on, project-based learning.  
- STEM and Wilson are two separate schools. The design option accommodating 2 primary 
entrances was misconstrued into having separate entrances for each school. Two separate 
schools should have one identity. 
- Significant concern was raised over having more than one primary entrance. 
- Drop off and pick up lanes were still desired on both Portland and Gridley. 
- Having a large outdoor plaza to drop off students could cause longer back-up lines, as parents 
often do not drive away until they see their student enter the building. 
- Site fencing around the entire property was strongly preferred. 
- One person was adamant the existing building be kept as portrayed in referendum graphics. 
*The site layout shown in referendum materials was labeled as conceptual plans, mainly to 
show where the buildings could fit on the site while maintaining the current building for classes 
during construction.  
- 2-story option was unanimously opposed due to lack of greenspace. 
- Feedback provided showed generally, Option 2 was most favored due to the single main entry 
and the gathering space out in front of the main entry, though features of Option 3 should be 
incorporated such as preserving more of the existing building and some space adjacencies. 
- Green roof was listed as a positive comment multiple times. 
- Platform that can open to both gym and commons as a reoccurring positive comment. 
- Ability to lock off public spaces from academic spaces. 
- Did not like playground too close to the street, too exposed. ((CONTINUED)) 



 
- There is an existing vegetable garden consisting of (4) 8x8 planter boxes to be relocated. 
 
 

         


